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1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to place scientific instrtimen tc , tion outsicr - the atmosphere of the Earth has

been a crucial step forward in a variety of disciplir, , but none so much as those for

which the atno;. here is completely opaque:. A",tronr1my from space p14-tfoniis at wavelengths

shoreward of 9;2 Ao has been arbitrarily divided into XUV, X-ray and y-ray norr;,,Iclature, but

the relative conttinienco of the . 1-10 kaV N 10 - 1 AO ) energy band has made this the ra je

in whici : the large fraction of X-ray astronomical research has been conducted.

The tenor "spectroscopy" has been used rather loosely in the X-ray context. Until quite re-

c . •ntly, there has been no capahility to study spectral features (such as emission 'lines) in

X-rays; rather, the term was (and still is) used to describe the relatively gross measurements

of continuum shapes over a dynamic range of about one order of magnitude. The basic problem,

of course, is that the exposure obtaina*le with contemporary instru r,'. ntation precludes the

effective utilization of dispersive techniques for all but the very brightest sources, so

that proportional counters (with resolving power E/AE no bet'er than 5) ~ovide the bulk of

the available spectroscopic data. R^lcently, the launch of the Einstein Observatory has

increased the resolving power available with non-dispersive techniques for the entire pre-

Einstein catalog to as much as 30 via the use of a cryogenically-cooled solid state spectro-

meter at the focus of the Einstein telescope, and has allowed the first focal-plane Bragg

spectroscopy for the strongest of these (Giacconi et al. 1975).

This introductory section will sketch the elementary spectral signatures of the fundamental

physical processes which might be operable in X-ray sources, and the basic instrumental

limitations of the experimental techniques. In enter sections, the specific contributions

of spectroscopic measurements to our present and %,standing of the X-ray-emitting objects

will be disrr,issed, in rough order of increasing spectral complexity.

The simplest model spectra are expectod from. those astrophysi?al situations for which both

atomic and transfer effects are minimal, i.e. from completely ionized low-density plasmas.

In these cases, ;he X-ray produr.t.ion can ho generally characterized as arising in a single

interaction of an electron wi411 a l l elt:c 161c1,raa11etic field. If the elections can be approxi-

mazely represented by a pourer-law spectrum:

x a„ a .:,4,tJs
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where y is the electron Lorentz factor, the rate at which the electron loses energy in inter-

actions with the field is

_ & . 4 0 0	 2 s-1
	dt	 T me P Y

where pr o is the Thomson cross-section, m the electron mass, c the velocity of light, and p

the enrr:ll density in the field. The characteristic cooling time is then simply

T	 1_ dy 1 _ 3mc 
PY
	 S.	 (3)dt/ - 430

In-thv! case of Compton interactions, the field energy density is that in soft target photons

(e.g. infa-red or optical). For ,y nchrotron (magnetobremsstrahlung) radiation, the appro-

priate energy density is that in t;ho magnetic field, 5 2/8,r. Both these non-thermal processes

yield power law X-ray spe-tra with energy index a = (r-1)/2, wNw re r is the spectral index

fr,: equation (1) in the energy range appropriat. to the electrons resp nsible for the X-ray

pr-du,tion. F r Compton interactions, and X-ray of er'-,.;rgy E will result from a single scat-

tering of a photon of initial energy E 0 according to

<E> - 4 »y 2 <E0>	 (4)

while the analogous synchrotron case, (in a fi^N of magnitude B) will be

<E> P4 10-P y' B	 ergs.	 (5)

The production of 10 keV photons from 1 eV photons or a 1 gauss field would require, there-

fore, y of 102 or 106 , respectively.

Coulomb collis;ons can also be formally accomniodated by equations (2) and (3), but the X-ray

yield is so low per collision (,- 10 -4 ) that the appropriate distribution of electr ons to

consider is an equilibrium Maxwellian rather than a power law. The equilibrium X-ray

spectral form is

E 6 ti 10-19 gZ2n 2 (kT) -, e-C/kT	
erg cm-3 erf s.l	

(6)

which represents the volume emissivity for bremsstrahlung only, where T is the temperature,

k the Boltzmann constant, n the density, Z the effective atomic number of the plasma (ti 1.3

for cosmic abundances) and g the Gaunt factor which, for temperatures in our range of inter=

est, can be approximated by

-0.4

9 N TEcT	 (Z)

Unlike the non-thermal processes, bremsstrahlung X-rays are produced by electrons of compar-

able energies. The total bremsstrahlung luminosity per unit volume can be obtained by

integrating equat;on (6) over energy, so that an effective cooling time can be defined as the

ratio of the plasma kinetic energy density to the luminosi}y per unit volume

T	 1019 /^	 s.	 (B)

(2)
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Since hremsstrahlung cooling dominates Zbove o 107 K, equation (8) is a good approximation

at higher terperatures, but will uncierestirn,,te= the cooling at lower temperatures where it

is dwainated by line emission. C; nation (ti) is not ;nod enough to satisfy the ability of

contemporary instrumentation belew about 108K, sinvo line emission at the few percent level

is presently detectable. This line emPoiron, as well as other spectral features present as

perturbations to the non-thermal as well us the thermal continua discussed here, will be

treated as they arise in specific: astrophysical con!,exts in succeeding sections.

It is interesting to note that Sco X•1, the brightest X-ray sou*c in the sky, was optically

identified by means of its gross cont i nuum spectrum. The early mcaaurements were consistent

with a spee:runi of the form of equation (6) which, when extrap)lated back to the optical,

suggested a blue star of approximately 16th magnitude. Just such a star was present in the

spatial error box, and the idontification has sto gy d the test of time (Sandage at al . 1966).

As we shall find in section a hc ,gever, the assumption that equation (6) satisfactorily

describes the continuum spectrum of the optical star with which Sco X-1 is identified is com-

pletely fortuitous.

The X-rays are detected by photo1ectric devices which suffer from several fundamentai dif-

ficul Vs. Firstly, they must observe through absorbing windows (including the interstellar

medium) which roduce their efficiency and complicate (at least to some extent)tneir response.

Secondly, the inherent res ponse of the detectorL is less than perfect in three respects:

it has some irredurable background (which may vary in time), the photopeak corresponding to

the deposited energy has finite resolution, and there is also some probability that the de-

posited energy will be incompletely culloVed, An input spectrum S(E), therefore, will give

an experimental "spectrum" in approximate onergy- equivalent space E' of the form

T(V)	 ,,, S(E)R(E,E' )dE * B(V),	 (9)
r5

where B is the background and R(E,P) includes all the responso fu v atiorn considerations

described above. Since equation (9) cannot be u"Quely inverted for S(6), the traditional

reruns by which the %rue" input spectrum is obtained is to as5unre a fOr111 for S(E) with a min-

him number of free parameters, formally compute equation (9), and compare the set of trial

T(6') with the experimental data via a X2 test using the experimental errors in bath the data

and the background. Data which have higher quality, eihher bkcause the response funrotion

is more sharply pocked or because the errors are smaller, require more free paranretor.; (i.e.

a mare detailed model) in order to achieve an acceptable fit. Phis, then, is the moans by

which spectral parameterization is accomplished, and the results are sensible only if the

free paramet, .i have be, chosen to correspond to physically rea :enable scenarios.

2, NON-DEGENERATE STLLLAR SYMMS

The availability of dispersed X-ray spectre:copy from the sun has long required the detailed

calculation of what have been tenaud "coronal" X-ray spectra. Those calculations assume

collisional equilibrium in the plasma and direct escape of the X-ray photons (Raymond and

Smith 1977), Until quite recently, horce.VOr, the.data quality diet not require even the

presence of line components to the bremn trahlung continuum, as the prop"tionil counter

response functions and the uta tistical quality of the: data could be satisfied with brums-

strahlung continua from the M n -Q stellar sysLerns whir.h were detect.A,,le in X-rays.
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Fig. 1. SSS raw spry arum of
C-.pel l a, fit with a t ,o-componer; t
thermal model (solid histogram).
In addition to the prominent
Si XIII emission line Just below
2 keV, rnost of the emission at
low energies arises front Fe line
components cl,arac eristic of
temperatuto, e 10 K (see dashed
trace co ,.-responding to setting
tio, Fe ai.undarice to zero). The
h 4 gh temperature: compon, 	 (lower
dashed trace) is requirt.;d only to
rt,pli4ate the positiv- detection
> 3 keV.

These stars (e.g. Capella) exhibited X-ray spectra consistent with sur' continua at temper-

atures of order 107K, which presented us with at least two fundamental difficulties. First,

these temperatures suggest catastrophic mass loss, as the thermal velocities are comparable

to the escape velocity. Seepnd, traditional acousti^i theories of coronal heating are hard-

pressed to heat the coronae of late-type stars to such high temperatures. The problem was

further complicated by the; discovery of prolific X-ray emission from RSCVn stellar systems

at even higher apparent temperatures with luminosities, in the X-rays band alone, which

approached a solar constant.

The proof that the X-ray emission is, indeed, thermal in origin, and not some non-thermal

effect which was indistinguishable with the relatively poor energy resolution of pro-

portional counters, was given by the unambiguous detection of X . ay emission lines in

v% tually all of t'e main sequence dwarfs, of all spectral types, which are bright enough

tb study. Figure 1 illustrates raw X-ray spectra obtai: • d with the Solid State Spectro-

meter (SSS) onlu.ard th-! Eipstein Observatory fron Capella, indicating the necessity of such

ro^ ^CI^E I 	 eltisre^r± ss g_ fits in accordance with th,; observed Si XIII, for example.

Very early sirs have relatively soft spectra (few times

106K) which can be reconciled with turbulence in the

radiation-driven Stellar wind, but the late stars pose

the twin diffit.jlties of havil.; apparently higher teiper-

atures, and X-ray luminosity crl,nparable to the earlier

stars.

Rosner, Tucker and Vaiana (197e' suggested that a valu-

able lesson was available in the Skylab X-ray images of

the Sun, wherein the X-ray emission was clearly

re.:tricted to magnetically confined loops with dimensions

small compared to a solar radius. With the energy for

X-ray emission deriving from electromagnetic rather than

convective d:ssipc:::on, the effective temperature T

could be simply related to the loop size L and the

pressure P:

LP ti 5 x 107 T3	(10)

As the RSCVn systems are known to be starspot active, the generalization of equation (10)

to late stars with either high rotation or deep convective layers (or both) could result

in a dynamo and a geometry capable of satisfying the observed luminosities without

catastrophic mass loss (Vaiana et al. 1980). The spectrum, however, still posed some

difficulties.

The temperatures associated with the unambiguous emiss'on line components, typically 5 - 10

x 106K, could not completely satisfy the spectral data. In all cases, an even higher

temperature component (, 5 x 107 K) was required, in addition. Interestingly, a continuum

of temperature components did not provide a better fit than did two distinct temperature

regimes coexisting in the stellar systems; three-temperature fits, for example, always

resulted in anemissiun measure at the intermediate temperature which was "leas than at the

two extremes. Swank et al. (1980) have provided a vc.r'y natural explanation for the bimodal
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temperature distribution illustrated in Figure 2. For

reasonable loop pressures (typically 1-10 dyne cm- 2 ), the

low-temperature component implies a loop scale size, via

equation (14), of the order of the stellar radius: such

relatively large to is are consistent with the lack of

reproducable eclipses in the X-ray emission in the

equatorial binary systems RSCVp, UX Ari and AR Lac which

are evident in the optical band. The same pressures imply

loop sizes for the high temperature components which are

of the order of the binary separation, so that we might

supposp that this componen t alone is associated with the

binarity of the stellar systems via connecting loops

between them. Simon a,-1 Linsky (1980) have recently sug-

gested such connecting loops in UX Ari for very different

reasons.

Fig. 2. SSS measurements of the	
T;,n present capability of X-ray spectrascopy, therefore,

emiss;!an integrals associated with
RSCVn (and related) binary sy-..,oms. has enabled us to verify the thermal nature of the intense
Note the pronounced separativf, of 	

soft coronal emission of early stars, to identify a
tha two t-^rnperature components,
and the fact that in the close 	 higher temperature tb ,-rmal component in later stars
binariei (e.g. UX Ari) the high	

which could be sensibly associated with stellar magnetic
temperature EM exceeds the low
temperature EM, while in the more 	 loops, and to detect an even harder X-ray component in
widely separated systems (e.g.	

late binaries associated with miss exchange between them.
Capella) the reverse is true.

This latter effect, unlike the st ..,llar emission compon-

ents, is not required to be.therwal or quo.si-thermal by th ,.: presence of detectable emission

lines. Some sort of hard extension of the line-emitting thermal components is definitely

required, but its identification with an equilibrium configuration consistent with the binary

orbit scale size'is, although physically reasonable, not unique.

3. CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES

Another example of an astrophysical setting i4 which we might expect a coronal equilibrium

model to be an appropriate starting point is in clusters of galaxies. Known, to be powlarful

(> 1044 erg s -1 ) X-ray emitters, the poor spectral resolution of the early surveys could not

distinguish among three possib i lities for its origin: the integrat;,ed emission from indi-

vidual galaxies, inverse Compton scattering from the 30 background radiation, or thermal

emission from a hot intergalactic gas..

The first crude spectra indicated a preference for the latter explanation, which became firm-

ly established with the detection of thermal iron line emission at 6.7 keV front several

clusters (Mitchell et al. 197,6; Serlemitsos et al. 1977) with proportional counters. The

detection of intergalactic iron in the clusters (at relative abundances no less than half-

s , ar) did more than establish a thermal origin for the X-rays; it also demonstrated that

the intergalactic gas was not primordial, as it must have been processed through stars in

order that a respectable iron abundance be obtained.

Once the sample of proportional counter cluster spectre; c;xeeded a dozen or so, it became

possible to attempt correlations between the sample members and between the X-ray and

morphological properties of the clusters (Mushotzky et al. 1978). Although the range of



observed temperatures was less than an order of magnitude, with a ty pical value of order 108K,

there was a pronounced correlation between apparent X-ray temperature and the velocity dis-

persion of the member galaxies; this argued that the galaxies and the intergalactic gas were

in rough equilibrium in the overall gravitational potential of the cluster. The X-radiating

gas comprises about 10% of the cluster virial mass, comparable to mass observed in the galaxies,

so that we are still far short of observing the large fraction of the virial mass directly.

Cowie and Binney (1977) suggested that a fraction of the cluster mass comparable to that

observed directly might be "disappearing" nea. the cluster center because material at higher

density will cool more rapidly (recali from equation (8) that the cooling time for brems-

strahlung goes inversely with the density, and when the temperature decreases below 10 7 K

the characteristic time will decrease even more ra,.tdly as cooling via line emission becomes

more important). A crude description of the evolution of cluster X-ray morphology begins

with a patchy network of X-roy emission condensations around the more massive galaxies, which

act as local gravitational cen'w.ers fpr the gas entering the intergalactic medium (e.g. Virgo).

The cluster then gradually develops spheri:.a7 emission contours as the galaxies and the gas

adjust themselves to the overall cluster potential., The emission may b- peaked sharply at

the center if a giant co galaxy is present (e.g. AK) , or more :smoothly peaked if there is

no dominant galaxy (e.g. Coma); see Jones et al. ('1979) for graphic evidence of this scenario

from the Einstein imaging Qxperiments.

Clearly, the cooling suggested by Cowie and Binney should be most easily obser vable near the

massive galaxies in either the patchy or the cD morpholo,ies, and should manifest itself in

the appearance of emission lines of lower ionization states t'-an those characteristic of the

bremsstrahlung continuum. The SSS has, in fact, observed just such lower ionization lines

in more than a dozen such clusters. In most cases, a two-temperature plrameterization satis-

fies t're statistic-rl precision o.` the data, even though a continuum of temperatures should

be more appropriate. In the case of t,'e emission around M87 in Virgo, where the statistical

precision is betti:- than in most cases, at least 4 temperature components are required.

4. SUPERNOVA REMNANTS

The situation in supernova remnants is a bi i: more complicated than in the preceding. In bane

outline, the post-impulsive history of supernovae may be characterized by three distinct

phases. In the first phase, the ejecta move supersonically out through the interstellar

medium, with the attendant shock accumulating material in its Path (but not so much as to

effectively brake the outflow, i.e. the SNR radius increases linearly with time). When

the accumulated mass becomes comparable to the ejected mass, the shock slows down because

of its increased inertia. It is during thl^ phase that the X-ray emission becomes important,

because of both the increasing mass and the lowering temperature associated with the decreas-

ing shock velocity. When X-ray cooling becomes so large that the expanding remnant loses

a significant fraction of its energy, it rapidly slows down (third phase) and eventually

breaks up in the interstellar medium.

The second phase ;s often called the "adiabatic" phase because the X-ray cooling is not yet

high enough to have dissipated a significant fraction of the initial energy. The Se&-v

similar~ity solution yields the following relations between the remnant radius R, the initial

energy in the ejecta e o , the interstellar mass density in front of the zhock p u , the age of

the remnant T, and Lnu tumperature T of Lire material which his equili-brated with the shock

5



(the present velocity of which is V);

1/5

R	 °	 t2/5 %^ r, VT	 ( 11)'

T ti 2x 10' 9 V2 .
	

(12)

We night expect, t'nerefore, that the apparent X-ray temperatures w % measure should be consist-

ent with the observed expansion velocities, as sug;ested by equation (12). In no cases, how-

ever, is thi., straight at-ward supposition supported by the data.

Instead, we find that those remnants which appear to be in their adiabatic Phuse are best

characterized by tem;^iiratures which are an order of magnitude lower. There can be no doubt

about the identification of the best "temp"--tture" to assign to the X-r.rys, as the preponder=

ance of the observed photons are in emission lin ,̂ s (fully half the measured X-ray photons

front the Tycho remnant, for example, are direc!1y a%'tributa.,:le to Si XIII and S XV emission),

Alth;ugh the prominent line components rer;uire temperatures below 107 K, the continua are not

consistent with a single tes.peratuo„ rej mr. In order to fit the data of Figure 3, which

exL^tnd out to 4.5 keV, C-cker et al. (1979) used t emperatures of .G keV and 4 keV. Pravdo

and Smith (1979) pointed out that HERO A-2 proportional counter data frum the same remnant

required even higher teoperature compoments as the %w energy threshold of the analyzed data

is raised, indicating that the elacvrons exhibit a range of temperatures extending beyond

108 K (i.e. to thv temperature ch racty. istic of the, shock velocity). It is clear that the

simple picture of a spherically 41unetric shock propagating through a homogeneous medium

t Casa X-RAY SPF^iRUM HEAO-25	 will fail to replicate th e details of the emission from

	A 	 SNRs (in much the same way as the assumption of homu-

10`	 ,^""^ -°^	 genei ty in any cosmological model will fail to repli-

cate the pr:?zence of gala,•'es), and the Einstein images

of Cas A in X-rays (Murray et al. 1979) indicate the

presence of intense knots of emission interior to the

10"	 shock, which demonstrates the oecessity for departures

, _	 from homogeneity. The variety of possible perturba-

0.5	 1.0	 2.0	 6 .0	 tions frk ► a true equilibrium spectrum will not be
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discussed here.

Fig. 3-. SSS raw spectrum of -Cas A,
integrated over the entire remnant.
The pronounced enrissiun feat,r-a are Rather, we note that Itoh (1979) has calculated the

identified with Si XIII and S XV, but evolution of the X-r,»y spectra which should be observed
features associated with magnesium,
argon, calcium and iron are required from Si;Zs in the adiabatic phase, assuming that the

for an adequate fit to the data. The electron temperature behind the shock front is much
dashed trace is the bremsstrahlung
cow,;onent of the best thermal fit 	 lower than the ion temperature. He finds that the tvo-
(the solid histogram'),  with the dif- temperature fits which the SSS requires for adequately
ference betwo.•n the two arisinu from
emission lines,	 fitting about a dozen such remnants (with ages ranging

between a few hundred and tens of thousands of years) can be adequately described by a two-

temperature fit, and, most important, that the abundances inferred from line str,,ngthv, are

not seriously in error as a result of applying this approximation. Some evidence that this

approach is viable is afforded by the focal -plane-crystal -spectrometer (FPCS) onboard the

Einstein Observatory, which has resolution sufficient to resolve tine helium-like analog of

La in Si X111, for example, into its three components: the ls 2 - ls2p resonance transition,

and the forbidden and intiocombi "nation transitions. In those remnants which have sufficient



intensity for study by the FPCS (Cas A, Pup A) the domination of the resonance transition

illustrates that the lines do not have their origin in recomhinatinn, but arise instead from

col Iisional, or thermal, excitation (Wir.ckler et al. 1980).

The elemental abundances which a ►°e typically deduced from the X-ray s pectra are not very dif-

ferent from .solar, for those elements (Mg, Si, S, A, Ca, Fe) which can be measured directly

from their line intensities. The young remnants (Cas A, Tycho) 'hibit factor-of-two-or-three

excuses above solar abundances (while the older ones, such as Pup A, do not),`but we must

be observing the dilution eff-c's of a considerablw amount of swept-up material in even the

younger remnants. Surprisingly, wa do no observe significant overabundance of Fe in the

Type I ren ►nanto. Tf the characteristic Type I light curve of Tycho, for example, has its

origin in the radioactive decay of iron-group material, we might expect to observe very large

(factors in excess of 10) overabundance in Fe line e;.!ission; it is difficult to avoid this

expectation becaus si the Rayleigh-T,;ylor plasma instab°lity sh-ni d effectivelj mix the iron-

group material with tU other ejecta even if there was original stratification, It would

appear, therefore, that the X-ray spectral measurements of Type I SNRs present an imposing

constraint to the iron-group raM oacU ve decay hypothesis for their early light curves.

While most INRs exhibit the thermal a;pearin-u rescr'bed above, there are some which are

distinctly non-thermal. The Crab nebula is, oe course, the prime example of such a system.

As the density of the interstellar medium in tho nLighborhood of the Crab is mach lower than

that near the younger remnants Cas A, Tycho and Kepler, there is no indication of the shell-

like s'.'ucture because not eno gh m.."erial has been swept up at the shock front. Instead,

the X-ray morphology (like the morph logy at lower photon energies) is better described as

a filled sphere rather than a hollow one. The disco-.:ry of the radio pulsar in the Crab was

the kt:y to understanding the fundamental dii"ference between the thermal'SNR sources (which

derive their energy from the mechanicel energy in the original ejecta) and the C-ab (which

der" es its energy from the residual rotational e+ ^gy in the central pulsar). The virtual

identity between the total luminosity of the nebula and the measurable rotational energy loss

rate of the pulsar (obtained from the slowing-down rate of the pulses and an estimate of the

neutron-star moment of inertia) has removed the historical difficulty of accounting for emis-

sion via non-thermal processes with electron lifetimes of the order of a year. We are now

certain that the nebular emission in all energy bands is dominated by synchrotron radiation

from relativistic electrons which are constantly replenished by the action of the pulsar.

The spectroscopic verification of this conclusion; is the smooth, featureless power-law spe;»trum

observed front 	 Crab.

Some other remnants (c.g. 3C50) exhibit the sane "filled-center" radio morphology as does

the Crab, and their X-ray spectra are similarly featureless. For these, we can assume the

implicit presence of a central pulsar, even though the pulsations may not be detected d;rect-

ly. Ewen if the pulsations are not detectable owing to beaming effects which may hide them

front 	 it may be possible to observe the thermal emission front 	 neutron star surface

(see Tsuruta 1979), as the Einstein Observatory imaging experiments should be quit::

sensitive to the presence of such objects if their temperatures exceed . 10 6 K. The lack

of remnant neutron stars in the early Einstein data is a bit disconcerting. The very young

remnants Cas A, Tycho and' Kepler have column densities through the interstellar medium too

Large to detect 106 K objects, but the general deficiency of point-like soft sources in

somewhat older remnants with much smaller columnS (e.g. Pup A) is not promising. Very much

older neutron stars (i.e. radio pulsars) are also not detectable in general, but here the

`	 a
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surface tempercy tur•es are expected to be too cool every without the invocation of any exotic

coolinj r,,e0ani5^vs, In order to account for the o"served radio pulsar production rate, such

exotic cooling (e.g. pion condensati gn) is almost certainly required to account for the lack

of ob ,.fi rvable neutron stars in SR Rs; either thy;., or we are faced with the necessity of

producing neutron stars "quietly" with higher efficlency than we can "noisily" (i.e. with

the attendant 5NR which is a testament to at least some fraction of the stellar binding

energy released in the neutron star production),

5. DEGENERATE STELLAR SYSTEMS

111th the exception of a few supernovae remnants and sce superluminous early stars, all of

the X-ray sources in our galaxy with X-ray luminosity in excess of a solar constant arise

in binary systems, orye meatier of which is a degenerate dwarf, a neutron star, or a black

hole. Unlike the supern; ova remnants which derive t.:eir energy from the mechanical energy

created at the time of the implosion, or the stare which derive their energy from contempor-

ary nuclear burning, these X-ray emitters derive their energy from the gravitational energy

liberated when mass is transferred to the surface of the degenerate member of the system.

Lx z nG ri 
MX	 ,	 (13)

x

whes + Rx and Mx are the radius and mass of the compact X-ray star, Mx is the rate at which

mass is accre'llog onto it, and n is the efficiency with which the gravitationnal potential

energy may be converted to X-radiation (a typical value might be n, 0.1).

Of the catalogued Ycrieties of de ,1 rnerate X-ray binaries, we are certain that white dwarfs

are th- compact objects in cataclysnr r .: variables, and that neutron stars are present in the

X-ray "pull rs". Note that the latter have unfortunately been given the same name as the

central source in the Crab nebula, while it is true that both types are rotating nc,,.tron

stars, the fact that those in binary systems are acquiring rotational kinetic energy rather

than expending it represents a fund%aiental difference between the two. i"here are many his-

torical classifications of sources (e.g. "soft transients, bursters, bulge sources, halo

sources) for which ar;!,ments have been made for both dwarf and neutron star compact objects.

In addition, there in strong circumstantial evidence (based on mass estimates) that at least

one source, Cyg X-1, must contain a black hole.

Spectroscopically, the prime characteristic which distinguishes galactic binaries from the

sources discussed previously is that photon transport in the source can no longer be ignored.

In those sources, the assumption of direct transmittal of the freshly created X-ray photons

to our detectors, with only photoelectric absorption in the interstellar material interven-

ing, was a good one. Here, however, the X-ray photons are expect.:d to suffer a considerable

number of inelastic collisions Wore escaping the source rc.1ion, so that we canri.t measure

the production spectrum directly.

In most accretion scenaeios, the infalling material cannot fall directly to the surface of

f1 the neutron star because of t he angular nioinentum that it carries. The material must, there-

fore, spiral into the star, so that the prob.:bility of an accretion disk forming around the

object is quite high (P.g, Pringle and Rees 1970. X-radiation produced by viscosity in the

disk will not be characteristic of a single temperature, and the optical depth fur Thomson



scattering will greatly exceed unity. Even if the emiss i on arises close to the stellar Sur-

face rather than from deep wi thin the dirk (as we might pa x e.,t near the ma;nevc po l ei of

X-ray pulsars), obseuvation by material in t'ie disk or at the Alven surface will almost cer-

tainly result in high Thorson optical depths for most geometries. In fact, the very condition

Which Units the luminosity of r:ompact sources is based upon the balance between Thomson-

scattered radiation pressure and gravitation, i.e.

M
L^ 4 1038	 X	 erg s-1	 (14)

0

is the ^41ingtc. q condit;on wh`bh ic:,poses an upper limit on spherically symmLtric emission

from an object of mass Mx . The same coryactness which allows degenerate stars to be powerful

X-ray sou,ces often prevents the direct observation of the initially-produced X-radiation,

via-electron scatttrir,; i7 the source region itself. ;.--ission signatures, such as thermal

emission lines, will , be largely smeared by the transpo. ,t of the photons out of the source

(see Sunyaev and Titarchuk 1979, for a recent treatment of this effect). Typicdlly, smooth

power-law spectra are expected to emerge f l-om t'!e source over limited dyr,amie ranges, with

the power law indices detennined primarily from the Thc.rson or-A cal depth and the scattering-

electron tomperature, and only secondarily from V % input X-ray spectrum, if the scattering

depth is hih.

Cataclysmic variabl.^s, whinh include all varil,ties of novae, are binary systems in which one

member is a white dv e.'+ They il: peer to suffer considerably Tess 4..-om Thomson scattering

than do most other degenerate X-ray Sources, possibly because they radiate well below their

EddinU -n-limited lV1:00sit'res, They possess accretion disks from which most of the optical

variation is observed (in particular, that asso,,iated with the "hot spat" where the accreting

material is channelled into t.1-t, disk), bu th.., disk temper, 'fires are too cool to be respons-

ible for the X-ray emission. The X-r . s are preiumed to arise, invttead, from material which

is fail',ig directly to the stel', * surface. Fabian, Pringle and Rees (1976) have calculated

that eafLrctive temperatures of v 10 6 K should be observed from atrrial which is being spher-

ically accreted onto white dwarfs, and the spectra of cataclysmic vari4a tiles observed with

proportion,:) counter experimen'.,, have detected just such thermal components from U Gear ► ,
S5 Cygni, EX Hydrae, and the polar system AM Her. It is important to note that only in the

latter is there direct evidence for X-ray production at the stellar surface; the hard X-rad-

iation from AM Her exhibits modulation consistent with self-eclipsing of the magnetic poles,

with sut,sequent reflection and fluorescence from adjacent regions of thesystem. The other

cataclysmics have spectra consistent with optically thin bre ,lisstrahlung, and the pr,;sumption

of spherical accretion is bac,ed only upon consistency with the observed temperatire.

Outbursts from the cataclysmics are characterized by very soft (kT ti 100 eV) emission that

may be rolated to episodic nucles.,^ burning on the stella r surface, which is the traditional

explanation for their classification as novae. The total luminosity in this softer emission

is considerably in excess of the steadier 108 K emission, and recent evidence from the SSS

indicates the presence of an evert weaker "coronal" (i.e. a 10 7 K) emission component; the

origin of the latter is not well-understood.

5

rylafis and Lamb (1979) hav:^ generalized the problem of accretion onto a white dwarf, a-d

havo boncludid that a pPc:ulia.^ relation between apparent X-ray temperature, and the X-ray

luminosity can uniq,ji ly determine the stollar mass, luminosity and distance. Lunrinosity-



W-,Perature variations from the s€",r=.n Cyj X-c, observed with the Copernicus satellite, ap-
peare4 to exactly rplsro	 tp;e c0w4at ioni) tnts is a rare instance in which the correla-

tion of a spectral paranot (the sap; it it taN erature) with the apparent ladnosity is cap.
able of yielding detailed inforaaati2a o! at So funda7ental stellar parameters. Unfortunately,
the prototype for the ap; licat on of the Wel, 7yg W, is alrr4st certainly a neutron star

rather than a white dwarf (Cowley, Cracipton and Huichings 1179), so that the model cannot

uniquely ide%tify the ^ature of the Qonerate stars anQ therefore, cannot unambiguously

detenaine the system par&roters.

Those sources which exhibit periodic midulation of their X-ray emission on timescales

1 1000s haE- , boon i...rmed "X-ray pulsars", and all of these must certainly be neutron stag.

Spe!ctroicopically, these soirees exhibi„ several characters t O which are not shared by

the bulk of the galactic X-ray catalog. Perhaps the most obvious of these is the very hard

WS a 5 ON energy ir.M of the phase-wraged power 'aw spectrum at energies below about

20 AV, at which energy the spectrum sharper,. dramatically so that little or no continuum

emission is observed Savo 30 or 40 keV, fully half the staple of such X-ray pulsars, it

should be noted, are associated with recurrent eM sodes of enhanced (a 5 3 ) emission which

are believ d to arise from inere.ie t', accretion ovw the neutron star surfaces.

Other spectral characteristics of Ve Way pulsars are variable low energy Worption (K e,

the effects of apparently cold Worial in the line of sight), spectral variations as a

function of ( pulse phase, fluere=ent re viissio.,, and the possibility of cyclotron emission

or at,orpt ion charactur'i8tic of inW a n r',a j! ..ti c, fields (8 > 10 1 ° gauss) in at least t-, J
(and possibly all) of the Pulsar sources.

If we assume that the X-ray emission originates close to the neutron star from material

which is funnelled into the polar rey!on, Ly the magnetic Vold, all the characteristics of

the X-radiation (ma:+y of which are illu ;.rated in Figure 4) may further be asst.^ed to arise
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Fig. 4. Two raw proportional-cbunter spectra of lien X-1 	 near 50 keV as a cyclotron line
avert,j ed over the pulse porind. Note that the severe	 component. The variations in
attenuation in the second panel reveals the Fe
fluorencer,:e feature at jA keV which is not obvious when 	 spectrum with phase are tied to
our view to the central sour;e is less obscured. Note also
the positive detection 1 60 keV which may represent a	 both Vie op.+city of the materiel

cyclotron line cuipoient,	 which is held out at the Men

surface and the fundamental WA ng proco5s, while the A fluorescent emission near 6 keV

(which is most evident in the Second pare! of Figure 4, whore, a nor, - fluorescing corapon:!nt of
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the emissiv is suppressed) arises from irradiation from the central se.,rce. Spectral

measurements are providing a wealth of detailed input to t =.e very elaborat,, corlpAer r-luJuit,

which art p.*esently being i.-rerated to replicate the emission from thc,e sources.,

In contrast, the large fraction of galactic X-ray sct D ,es have no pronounced spectral

features (e.g. emission lines or sharp spectral breaks). They can generally be fit with a

brem;,strahlui,g ,ontinuwn at a terrper ,iture of several keV; deep exposures from, satellite

experiments may ^guire deviation> from a single-temperature continuum, but the required

deviations are r, n-unique. The spectra a a generally consistent with i.+re presence of re

K-emission features which are broadenc by Thomson sc.Atering, and are usually spectrally

harder when the intensity is higher, Without add i tional infbrnra,ion, sucn as we might

obtain from the determination of binary° periods for P'.amplo, we have no real handles on the

nature of the cc pact obJects, or on the binary system ma ,•ses or separations. Most of the

galactic X-ray s urces, which include the types historically called "bu1,a.", "soft transient"

and "bursters", fall into this category. It is likely that most of them have a common

origin in a neutron star accreting mass from a binary companion.

While the so-called "burst" sources exh i bit these fv turtAoss spectra In their quiescent

states, it is interesting to note the implications of the spr y-tra of the individual bursts

(i.e. intense increases in the emission on tfinei;cales of seconds). The ones which have been

designa',ed Type II, i.e, those which are repetitive with relative intensities proportional

to the tune sirs:e the previous burst, are not spectrally distinct from the quiescent source;

this is conA st^^ with their rePcokiciliation in terms. of storeye err! r ra°^ t^ t ile n^"i	 cl	 +iRYV tll^ir ,IGNt! on^

star surface, with the X-radiation arising in the convo- on cf gravit a tional potential

energy. Type I bursts, on the other ha ► id, have a distinct black-body spectral character which

differs considerably from the quiescent source spectrum. Furthermore, the Type I Durst

spectrum ap;)ears to , coci like a black-body of constant radius, where Mit radius is of the

order of that of a neutron star, This Tact, first noted by Swank et al. (1977), has been

used by vin Paradijs of al. (1979) to argue that the burst sources are neutron stars, as the

Type I bursts appear to be consistent in all respects of He-burning flashes on neutron star

surface, as calculated by Joss (1979).

There are,, of course, several anomalous source bp" .ra which do not fit neatly into any of

the categories discussed above. The prime black hole candidate Cyg X-1, for example,

exhibits a power law spectrum which is remarkably constant in both index and intensity with

ti:lie over the Pnergy ,range 1-100 keV, at least during the extended tow states which constitute

the large fraction of the source history, 	 though Cyg X-1 exhibits considerable micro-

structure on timescales < 1 Sec, on timescales > 1 hour it is one of the most stable sources

in the galactic catalog. This must clearly represent a true steady-state condition, and

Sunyaev and Trumper (1979) have modelled the emission as arising from the superposition of

lhomson-scattered corr,;,nents of an accretiori disk around a black hole.

Finally, no discussion of the spectra of galactic X-ray sources can be complete without at

least a mention of Cyg X 1. Like Cyg X-1, it appears to have a long-term intensity history

which is roughly bimodal. In its high st°;te it appears to exhibit a black-body spectrum, and

its low state is characterized by a much harder spectrum extending out to highc-r energies

(interestingly, the total X-ray luminosity in both cases is about the same, and consistent

with Lice Eddinytoo-limited luminosity for a unit solar mass). It exhibits a very high

column density, so that virtually no emission below 1 keV can be observed, and features the

I



most pronounced Fe-K-emission line observed in any X-ray source (Serlemitsos et al. 1975);

t-:s Fe-K line alone is among the 50 brightest (in a ►)parent magnitude) suurces in the sky.

This line arises from fluorescence of the material responsible for the large column density

::round the hot source, and the SSS has detected S-fluorescence, as well. The X-ray emission

is modulated witi; a period of about 5 hours, comparable wit ►; the binary period =,f the

cataclysmics discussed earlier in this section, but thn X-ray luminosity is more than 103

times that of any of the cataclysmics. With all these clues, however, we still cannot

unambiguously define t`ie source geometry (i.e, whether the thick mr ' terial ' is a stationary

shell or a wind from the companion), or even the nature of the eompiet o!•ject with certainty,

The lesson to be learned from Cyg X-3 is that we can always achieve consistency with a

variety of potential models if the data base at our disposal is limited; higher quality data

are bound to el;;J t une,,pected differences in sources which we assumed were generically

similar. These differences may be minor, in which case the goent-ic similarities may be pre-

served, or point to basic differences which w.re unanticipated. We should be cautious,

therefore, about the characterization of the large fraction of the galactic sources which,

at present, have minimal spectral restrictions on their detailed modelling.

6,	 ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI

Quasars have been found to be prulific X-ray em tiers with the Einstein Observatory (e.g.

Tananbaum et al. 1979), as had the less luminous (but less distant) Seyfert I galaxies which

were previously observable with lesser sensitivity. Current prevailing opinion places the

energy source for quasars, BL Lacs and Seyfert galaxies in a central black hole (or equi-

valent) of mass ti 106-8 Mo . The X-ray emission must ultit.)tely have its energy input arising

from the conversion of gravitational potential energy, and measur,:ments of the timescale for

variability indicate that the large fractiov of the X-ray emission must emanate from a central

sour,:e with a characteristic dimension which is smaller than a light-diy.

Both quasars and Seyfert I galaxies exhibit very broad emission lines. A variety of argu-

ments. (e.g. Davids...n and Netzer 1979) place the origin for this emission in cool clouds or

filaments at a radius rf about 0.1 pc from the central source. The UV continuum which

excites this cool mic rial is presumed to arise coincidently with the X-ray emission. Still

further out, at distances approaching 1 Kpc, is additional cool material responsible for the

narrow lines observed front such active galactic nuclei. BL Lacs are quite similar to

quasars in luminosity, but do not exhibit the line emission. It is likely that the core

region within the central light-day of all three types of systems is quite similar.

The X.-ray emission from the core regions, as in the case of binary X-ray sources, cannot be

assuiaed to ealarge without substantial Compton scattering. Fabian (1979) has recently

reviewed the possible mechanisms which right be mo:t directly responsible for the X-rays

observe	 If there exists very hot plasma (T > 10 8 K), as migh4 be expected from shock

heating or accretion onto the centra' object, there will be a direct brensstrahlung compon-

ent emanating from the nucleus. The presence of the non-thermal continuum responsible for

exciting the broad-line clouds will result in X-ray production via Compton scattering from

the high temperature electrons, however, so tt.at the emergent spectrum would not be easily

interpretable even if these were the only possibilities. The presence of ultrarelativijtic

electrons complicates the story further, as X-rays may be produced via direct synchrotron

radiation, or from Compton interactions with the ;ar infared synchrotron radiation which the

same electrons produce in the ambient magnetic field. Clearly, the )o:.sibilities are ^-lmost

limitless, and the emergent spectra are invariably Featu11-_1eSb, su Lhat it is unreasonable

to expect that X-ray spectra obtained over a 1;,•tited dynamic range ;vill uniquely specify the

_ ^. .rka^r_^eu..tru..	 s	
itt Cy.t , /lei ^.}^'• 	
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model details. Nevertheless, some clear consistencies are beginning to emerge.

The Seyfert I nu^lei provide the largest sample of extragalactic nuclei for which we have

spectral data, and they exhibit remarkable uniformity over two orders of rnaf c4t.A tulle in

luminosity. For about two dozen Seyferts for which we have spectral data from proportional

counters in the energy range N 2-40 keV, all are well-fit power-law approximations with

a N 0.7 (the rms deviation in the index for the sanple is 0.1, which is about a factor of
,

three smaller than the one-sigma error oil cf the individual fits). All are better-fit

by power-lar,s than by high-temperature thennal continua, but the latter approximations can-

not be formally excluded in most cases.

The SSS has measured the .5-5 keV :pectrt of about one-third of this sample, all of which

are ronsis' ant with the power-laws measured at higher energy (for these, thermal continua

fits to the combination of proportional counter and SSS data can he formally excluded). T 

almost all instances, there is no evidence for a low-energy turnover which world be sug••

gestive of absorption in the source itself, One notable exception, NGC 4151, exhibits such

a large column density at 2 keV that its poF.Itive detection at 1 keV implies "holes" in the

absorbing cilumn. Holt et al. (1980) have shown thert clouds with dimensions smaller than

the central X-ray source can plausibly be associated with the X-ray absorption as well as

the broad emission lines i;` their covering factor over the NG4 4151 X•rdy source is about

90%. If this covering factor ?decreases with luminosity (i.e. if the clouds move out from

the central source with luminosity without incr asinq their nu:0 er fast enough to maintain

the same cov M ng f(Ictor), the i zck of absorption in Scyfi,°ts .°-,;d quasars with much higher

luminosity than NGC Alb] call 	 understood without altering the geometry.

The sample of true quasars for which we have spectral information is considerably snore

sparse. Only 3C273 and 1UO241+62 have well-nreasurod spectra with proportional counters in

the energy range 2-40 keV, and their best-fit values are mutually excl;?sive. The fori„4r

has a = 0.41 + .02 and the latter a = 1,0 + .3 (Worrall et al. 1980), so that their slopes

bracLat fhe mean value for the Seyfert*,. The SSS data for these two are consisten' with the

proportional counter -lata, as are the results for a few extreme Seyfert I or N galaxies

which are sometimes classified as quasars (e.g. IC4329A and Fairall 9 each have a % 0.8, so

that these near-quasars appear to have, like 4UO241+52, spectra which are slightly steeper

than the average Seyfert I 9,;1axies),

'	 The five BL Lac objects for which we have both proportional counter and SSS data exhibit

extreme variations in their spectra (as well as their int,:nsities; they call 	 variabl^! by

mo, than an order of mac,.itude, in contrast to the factor-of-a--few in the quasars and the

< 50% in the Sr.,-feria,). A characterization of their .spectral variability can be attempted

in terms of two spectral components, as follows. At the lowest energies measured, their

spectra appear quite steep (a > 1 always, wish a ti 3 at times), Occasionally (in approxi-

mat Ay 20% of the observations whi p.:, have been made of all five objects taken as a whole)

'	 a distinct flattening of the spectrum is observed at higher energies, implying a second com-

ponent with characteristic a A, 0.

There are some qualitative differences among the active galactic nuclei which might shed

some light on the differences in the X-ra y spectra observed. Seyfert I nuclei and BL Lac

objects appeal, to havL- at itobL Lrwu 5ildrply contrasting differences: the latter are

extremely radio "loud” (and variable) and are generally associated with elliptical galactic



geometries, while the firmer are typically radio "quiet"

and almost invariably associated with spirals, The

quasars form !a quite inhomogeneous sample, ranging from

the intense: radio loud objects like 3C273 to the much

more coirur,iin (:, 90%) radio quiet sources; IC4329A, the

extreme Seyfert I which has also been labelled a quasar,

is troth radio e;aiet and near enough for the spiral

galactic .`.ructure to be clearly observed in the optical.
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Fig, S. Spectral indices of compact It is conceivable, therefore, that the typical Seyfert I

extragalactic sources, by type, as 	 power law (a	 .7) and the slightly steeper spectra

determined fron the Einstein SSS and observed from the radio quiet quasars (a ti 1) are Trani-
the HEAD A-2 experiments.

festations of the same X-ray production process(es),

where the limits of the sample suggest slight spectral so.Uning with luminosity, This

could be consistent with Compton scattering being responsible for the output spectral form,

The BL Lc spectra imply a dif,'erent interpretation for the radio Loud sources. In these

cases, we might assume that the soft spectral component is largely synchrotron in nature,

and that the even more variable hard component is the Compton scattering of the infa-red or

radio synchrotron photons with the same electrons ► .aspsnsil-le for thos.: ph tons. We might

expect radio loud quasars to exhibit either the hart crr+)nent (3C2737) or, more often, the

soft synchrotron component, or a combinatirn of the two.

While the above is largely conjectural, it may have important implications with respect to

the extent to which quasars contribute to the "diffuse X-ray background", Marshall et al.

(1980) have carefully fit this "XRB" above 3 keV and at high galactic latitudes (to minimize

possible galactic contamination) to a bremsstrahlung spectrum at a characteristic temper-

ature of 45 keV; tiw fit is excellent over a dynamic range of 20 from 3 keV to 60 keV, and

excludes a single power-law over that Tango. If modelled wit„ a hl:Trogeneous hot intergalactic

medium, the intensity of the XRB would require about 1/3 the critica l closurp density of the

universe! Theoretical arguments demand that such a hot IGM must be clumped, in whi Oi case

the average density would be muoh lower, but the more fundan.%ntal issue is to what extent

any hot IGM is required, at all.

The recent Einstein imaging data have been interpreted as being consistent with quasars

being responsible for the totality of the XRB (e.g, Giacconi et )l. 1979b; Tananbaum Ot al.

1979). The prasent results can explain approximately 251 of the XRB at about 1 keV (assuming

that the 45 keV spectrum can be extrapolated down to there), so that th.^ generally accepted

assumption of pronounced quasar evolution might explain the totality of the XRB if we extra-

polate past the present Einstein sonsitivit,y. In fact, the extrapol,et;ion need not extend

much p<<st a visual magnitude of 21 or so, in order tl;at the XRB not be exceeded by the

quasar contribution (e.g. Setti and Woltjer 15:'9).

The spectroscopic constraint on this hypothesis is interesting, if r t as definitive as wo

might hope it could be. The XRB cannot be dominated by an average spectral form as steep as

that of the Seyfert: I galaxies, or the radio-quiet QSO's which*are slightly steeper. In

fact, the only compact extragalactic sources with spectral compoiwnts as flat as the X'.3

are thn orcasional flat components of the . BL Lacs and the radio laud quasar 3C273. If the

integrated contribution from all Q O`s is dominated by the radio quit',: objects' (which are so
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much MOOT numerous), why is there this glaring spectral inconsistency? And is there any

signifi%mnce to the excellent flit to a thermal s}rt;'.trum ►?

it has been argued that the latter coincidence is no more than acciden*al, Since the

Einstein imaging data indicate that at least Pax of the XR8 near 1 keV arises from discrete

sources with distinctly non-thermal spectra, the possibility of :synthesizing a thermal-

Appearing net spectrum with a substantial thermal component appe,, s to be problematic, as

the sum of thermal and non-thermal components ca,r never appear thermal. In fact, the avail-

,^t:le data do not deny this possibility, since the the ,a.ial-appearing spectrum is a fit to the

3-60 keV data, and the Einstein imaging data is concentrated ,',^, 1 keV (and the 25% is based

upon an extrapolation of We 3-60 WV spectrur ►). one can construct a scenario 4:Iore the

radio-quiet ,,uasars ca., replie,:te the Eint-rein 'wi Bing rosults, anti can combine with the

Soyforts to match the : 100 keV XRB (whic^i ra, xcu.-us the extcosion of the 45 keV thermal

spettrum), while ", 80% of the 3-60 kov XRB I. W still arise frOill a true thermal component

(Holt 1980), This is not to suggest that a substantial true thermal ! :gmponent is indicated,

but only that the available data can not rule it out, The extent to which it might repre-

sent villission from an intergalac}Ic yas is quite another matter, however.

Bookbinder et al. (1'4) have recently proposed a rather natural explanation for the appar-

ently thom"ll main contribution to the XRB, Young galaxies, with lots Of supernovae a-id

pulsars, may produce intense gala^atic winds with t0111aeratuMs oir the ordLW of 100 keV. If

such gal axios arr common at ep. hs earlier than 2 ,N, 1, it may ne these which ire responsible

for tht i..tensle 45 keV cm ►,po ► - i,:t. Interest".jI . ;ivasars can still domir to the XRB ti 1 keV

because Valir spectra are steeper, and ^ 100 keV becauso their s, tetra are harder. Unfortun-

ately, the ,aility to determine, with certainty, th,., ori;iin of the large fraction of the

enrg; density i.r the XR' may have to wait until such time as we are ca,aable of ,,reasuring

X-ray,, wit'. sensitivity com ►parahle to Einstein, at wavelongths where this enorgy density

peaks. Until than, t ea difficulty associated %YW reconciling the XRB with active galactic

nuclei which have Spectra appa l ntly inconsistent with V,ti XRB will roniain a formidable

obs tacl ti,.
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